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Introduction: A variety of putative periglacial-

landforms (PPLs) have been observed at the mid-

latitudes of Utopia Planitia (UP): small-sized and non-

sorted polygons; small-sized sorted-polygons and cir-

cles; gelifluction lobes and; most importantly for our 

work, scalloped depressions (SDs) with flat-floors [e.g. 

1-9] (Fig. 1). 

On Earth, periglacial landforms of the type identi-

fied putatively in mid-UP are observed only where 

permafrost (“ground that has been frozen for at least 

two years”) that hosts ground ice (any ice-type formed 

in permafrost) occurs. With regard to the SDs, the per-

mafrost must be “ice-rich,” i.e. “the volume of ice in 

the ground exceeds the total pore-volume that the 

ground would have under unfrozen-conditions” [10]. 

It is generally assumed that that the PPLs in mid-

UP have formed in ground ice or, ice-rich permafrost, 

in the case of the SDs [1-9]. Below, we review current 

hypotheses on the origin of the putatively icy-terrain in 

this region and propose a new model based largely on 

the spectral signatures and physical characteristics of 

the terrain. 

Ground-ice in UP: SDs are ubiquitous at the mid-

latitudes of UP (Fig. 1) [1,4-5,21]. Their morphology 

and their spatial association with the small-sized (non-

sorted) polygons are suggestive of alases (flat-floored 

thermokarst basins absent of water) in “ice-rich perma-

frost” regions on Earth [1,5]. Alases form when ice-

rich permafrost thaws and loses water by evaporation 

or drainage [10,22]; alas floor-depth can be used to 

estimate the minimum depth of the ice-rich permafrost 

in which it forms [22]. The SDs in mid-UP reach tens 

of metres of depth [4-5,21] and we estimate that the 

hypothesized ice-rich permafrost in this region could 

be as deep as ~100m or more, depending upon the ice-

volume in the substrate. 

Ground-ice origin scenarios: How was ground-ice 

emplaced to these depths in UP? Here we discuss pre-

vious hypotheses and provide a new alternative. 

(a) The “ice-dust” hypothesis. This hypothesis as-

sumes that late-Amazonian changes in the spin axis of 

Mars and of other orbital parameters induced the epi-

sodic (atmospheric) precipitation of ice-dust [e.g., 12], 

forming a light-toned and metres- to decametres-thick 

mantle [e.g., 23]. Derivatively, the hypothesis implies 

that the lithic component of the icy mantle comprises 

grains of a few microns or less. By contrast, the sub-

sidence associated with the formation of an alas on 

Earth is the result of “excess ice” being lost from the 

pore space of ice-rich permafrost or sediments [10]; 

typically, this comprises silt to sand sized (10m up to 

a mm) grains. Thus, the episodic deposition and accu-

mulation of “ice dust” is more akin to the deposition 

and accumulation of snow, followed by the formation 

of glacial-ice by firnification. Moreover, the thaw or 

sublimation of this glacial ice could not generate steep-

sided pits and thus cannot be responsible for the PPLs. 

 
Fig. 1, a: Layered walls in SDs nesting small-sized polygons 

and patchy dark deposits near “D” in Fig. 2 (CTX, 

NASA/JPL/MSSS); b: Transition from mantle to underlying 

darker-toned terrain near “E” (HiRISE, NASA/JPL/UofA). 
 

(b) The “vapour-diffusion” hypothesis. As with 

hypothesis (a), this hypothesis assumes that the puta-

tively icy-terrain in mid-UP formed recently, under the 

influence of multiple obliquity-shifts. As much as 30-

40% of the available pore-space in the upper few me-

tres of the regolith poleward of the mid-latitudes could 

have been filled by ice derived from atmospheric wa-

ter-vapour [16-17]. 

This hypothesis is weakened by two points. First, 

the accumulation of ice in the pore space of the near-

surface regolith eventually impedes transport to depth, 

leaving the regolith below the upper few metres absent 

of ice-enrichment [16-17]. Second, ice-cemented per-

mafrost seemingly produced by vapour transport has 

been reported in the Antarctic Dry Valley. However, 

the ice cementation does not extend beyond one metre 

of depth [24-25] and this could be indicative of a theo-

retical limit for the vapour-diffusion of ice to depth. 

(c) The “atmospheric ice & lithic sediments” hy-

pothesis: At the mid-latitudes of UP, dark-toned terrain 

is widespread; the terrain is incised by countless as-

semblages of small-sized polygons and SDs [26]. Im-

mediately adjacent to and south of the dark-toned is 
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terrain that is light-toned and spectrally dusty. The 

light-toned terrain does not exhibit any PPLs, occurs at 

a higher elevation than the dark-toned terrain and man-

tles the dark-toned terrain where the two intercept one  

 
Fig. 2. a: MOC-WA mosaic of Utopa Planitia. b: OMEGA 

spectral slope from 0.7-0.96 m, orange/red are consistent 

with strong slopes due to weathered glass. c: CTX mosaic of 

scalloped-depressions region (NASA/JPL/MSSS) [27].  
 

another (Fig. 2a-c). The fact that the light-toned ter-

rain displays no periglacial modifications and that the 

observed PPLs only incise the dark-toned terrain con-

tervails the main stratigraphical and genetic assump-

tions of the “ice-dust” hypothesis. 

The dark-toned terrain exhibits sub-meter boul-

ders, drifts of dark wind-blown sediment and several of 

the larger SDs exhibit possible layering (Fig. 1). Anal-

ysis of vis/near-IR spectra from OMEGA shows that 

the composition of the dark sediments covering much 

of the northern lowlands, including the mid-latitudes of 

UP, is mainly weathered iron-bearing glass [27-28]. 

The composition of these sediments is inconsistent 

with dust but is consistent with explosive volcanic-

deposits, perhaps sourced from Alba Mons, Syrtis Ma-

jor, or Arabia Terra [29-30]. 

We propose that the terrain in which the PPLs form 

is composed of ice-rich sedimentary layers derived 

from the near-concurrent (almost syngenetic) deposi-

tion of volcanic sediments and atmospherically precipi-

tated ice/snow. In this scenario, the ice/snow would 

have been deposited on top of the sediments; then, by 

means of melting, water could have percolated through 

the underlying sediments and frozen in situ, forming 

ice-rich permafrost.  

The syngenetic formation of ice-rich permafrost is 

common on Earth, for example, by the deposition and 

subsequent freezing of fine-grained fluvial sediments in 

Alaska [e.g. 31] or by the infiltration and freezing of 

precipitation into volcanic sediments in Kamchatka 

[32]. If a major volcanic-event coincided with (or per-

haps motivated) a period of enhanced precipitation in 

mid-UP, this could have produced the near-concurrent 

deposition of sediments and ice that may be required to 

form these large periglacial-deposits. Furthermore, 

volcaniclastics tend to have high porosities, which can 

lead to deep permafrost layers [32]. 
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